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About This Game

"There are lots of predators out there... stalkers who'd just love to have a taste of someone like you..."

The graveyard shift at a dingy diner in San Francisco -- that's where MC's story begins. It's just another normal night, or at least
it seems to be.

...That is, until a certain mysterious customer stops by, bringing the dangerous attention of a few people with him. When it rains,
it pours, and suddenly MC finds himself in the middle of a war he didn't even know existed... between vampires.

How does MC react to the dark, violent world that opens up before him? That's up to you!
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► Genre: Drama, BxB romance, dark modern
► Length: ~60,000 words

► Endings: 8 (4 good, 4 bad)

► Changeable MC personality & interests
► Different dialogue & choices based on personality

► 11 track OST with a dark, urban vibe
► 14 CGs

Argent Games is a 2-person team comprised of Dovah (writer/programmer/designer) and Gamma (producer/manager). After
bonding together over a shared love of things such as games, anime, and Yaoi, we formed Argent Games in 2016.

We have two other BL games available on Steam -- Requiescence and Chess of Blades!

Red Embrace is the third Boy's Love (or yaoi) mystery/romance visual novel game developed by Argent Games, and many more
are planned in the future!
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Genre: Casual
Developer:
Argent Games
Publisher:
Argent Games
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Beautiful art.
Ingenious personality mechanic.
Titulating dialogue.
Enigmatic musical score.
Mist. Lots of fog and mist in the OP xD
Enjoyable to play.

10\/10 do reccomend :D. Loved the game! A fun game with good art and story.
Every character is interesting and all the routes are worth playing.
My only problem with the game is how short it is, I want more!!

Anyway great job with the game and I hope for future games by the developer (hopefully longer!).. Great story. I've finished all
4 options. Love the CG art style. Likeable hot vampires\/non-vamps.

There's a good and bad ending for each character.
The bad endings for Isaac and Luka are actually very interesting in a... sad "you shouldn't be enjoying this you weirdo" sort of
way.
Rex and Dominic's bad endings were not as engaging (likely because there is no CG for their bad end), but that's hardly a
drawback.

Anyway real review:
Lovely CG art style
Interesting story
Fun characters
Likeable protagonist
The personality changes based on your responses do not have a massive impact, but an interesting aspect none-the-less that do
play a role in the responses you can use and the endings you get.
The love routes are unique enough that each ending and character bring a different aspect of the world and story.
If you would like a decent lengthed interactive BL story with sexy vampires and a dark undertone - this is def a game for you.

My (very minor) issues:
Rex's talking figure vs. CG figure are flipped as far as his hair and tattoo. Minorly distracting.
I don't like the talking figure art style as much as the CG one, but that is simply my personal aesthetic.
I want more (I know that's a copout, hush). I would love to see more DLC and I would happily see this as a longer game. It's
clear the developers have talent and ideas and I want to see what they can do with a bigger budget and team! The idea of
personality and interests changing based on choices is a cool one and the story was fun. I'd buy a more expensive, more polished,
longer version of this game, no question.

Final note: ...................... am I the only one who really, REALLY wants a Bishop DLC route? No? Just me, the weirdo?... okay..
This game is short, but worth it. The devs aren’t kidding when they say the MC’s personality will change based on your choices.
I loved how dialogue and internal thoughts would change based on player choice.
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The art and music are both amazing, and the cast is varied and interesting. I wish the game was longer, but I definitely got my
money’s worth. All ages BL games are a rare thing, and this one is worth playing. Being able to choose one of three passions for
the main character as a career was an interesting bonus as well, one I haven’t seen used in other VNs. It made the story a bit
more personable.. \u54b3\u54b3\u7b80\u76f4\u4e0d\u6562\u76f8\u4fe1\u81ea\u5df1\u6765\u8fd9\u4e2a\u5e73\u53f0\u4e0a\
u73a9\u803d\u7f8e\u5411\u653b\u7565\u6e38\u620f\u2026\u2026\u8868\u793aGAME\u7684\u4eba\u8bbe\u3001\u7acb\u7e
d8\u548cBGM\u90fd\u8fd8\u4e0d\u9519\uff0c\u53ef\u60dc\u7684\u662f\u5173\u952e\u65f6\u5019\u89d2\u8272\u4e92\u5
2a8\u7684\u5267\u60c5\u548c\u7acb\u7ed8\u6709\u70b9\u5c11\u54c7\uff01\uff01_(:\u0437\u300d\u2220)_\uff08\u4e00\u9
897\u5c11\u5973\u5fc3\u7684\u8001\u592b\u8fd8\u60f3\u770b\u66f4\u591a\u4e92\u52a8\u7684\u8bf4\uff09\uff0coverall\u
800c\u8a00\u4e09\u4f4d\u7537\u4e3b\u4e2a\u6027\u9c9c\u660e\u90fd\u5f88\u6709\u9b45\u529b\u5c31\u662f\u4e86\uff0c\
u4e0d\u8fc7\u653b\u7565ISAAC\u9700\u8981\u4e00\u4e9b\u6027\u683c\u8f6c\u53d8\u54c8\u54c8\u54c8\u54c8\u8ba9\u62
11\u8bd5\u4e86\u51e0\u6b21~. I liked the game so much! All the characters were special and envolving in their own ways. The
only thing I didn't get was why there are some answers that are locked :/. First thing to say is... I LOVE ISAAC!

The game is quite short, 3 male characters to romance, two vampires and one human, each of them have a "good" and a "bad"
ending.
I like it because being nice is not always gonna help you to get the "good" ending so depending on the character you are
pursuing, you have to behave one way or another.
Each character have 3 cgs each, all of them beautiful, this is one of the things that I liked about it the most.

When I first saw the video\/images, I thought the MC was a female (without breast XD) but after reading the info in the page
and realising that the MC was a boy, I went all in for the game (I love BL <3)
Another thing that got me interested in this game was.. Isaac, yes, the way he smiles and looks at you is just too much, couldn't
resist him, plus, after playing his route, I was more into it than when I first saw him.

It is a good game, short but totally worth playing it.. I kind of wish I could give this one a middle thumb...
I did enjoy the game a lot but one thing I was quite disappointed in was how short the routes are. I wish there's be more to it,
that's all. The plot was good so I think there could definitely be more content. I liked that you can choose different options and
unlock future options with the personality you choose. The art was nice and pretty (though Rex's hair was flipped around...
which way is it?), the music was good and just overall, I had a good time playing it. And the price isn't that bad either! So I can
recommend this game to all who love some drama and vampires.
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I like the game so far! Just wish there were trading cards and badge achievements -is this possible?. The art and music are
amazing but the story is a bit short. I played it for Luka and wasn't disappointed. I love that boy!. Rex!!<3 love the game <3. Got
the game on itch and luckily it also gave me the option to get a steam key for it! (I've actually played the game for 5 hours dont't
let steam fool you).

ANYWAY

The art is pretty cool and I really enjoy being able to give the mc some personality traits and see the characters and the mcs
thoughts change depending on them. Also I'm a♥♥♥♥♥♥for Isaac and Luka (only I would play a vampire game and fall for
the two human options lol).
If I had to complain about something it would be that I wanted it to be longer, just 'cause I was enjoying it too much.
. This is a great yaoi romance visual novel, despite being too short.

Romance Options:

Dominic -- Appears to be a stoic tough guy, but is actually a nice, emotional guy. He's very lonely and even reveals to be
a bit suicidal. He's a vampire, but regrets being one.

Isaac -- Appears to be only looking out for himself and using the protagonist at first, but turns out to be like that
because he was hurt so much and doesn't know how to trust people anymore. He's NOT a vampire, but is involved in
the vampire underworld.

Rex -- Appears to be a really agressive a--hole at first, and I honestly thought I'd hate his route, but it turns out he's
just trying to show off to his clan, whom he believes are the only people that care about him. It becomes rewarding to
see a more sincere side of him. He's a vampire and seems to like being one.

Perks:

 Lovely artwork, quite attractive men.

 No toxic relationships and any problematic behavior is remedied. (Not counting the bad ending with Bishop.)

 Well-written narration and dialogue.

 Elicits emotional\/romantic feelings during sad or romantic scenes quite well.

 A nice Extras section on the main menu, including the gallery and character profiles.
Complaints:

 Ridiculous achievement to see all text. Like, I get that the devs worked hard on the game and want all of
their work seen, but it's really off-putting to miss an achievement simply from not reading a sentence or
two. "Ain't nobody got time for that."

 Everyone is white. No one has a single shade darker. "But their vampires" isn't an excuse. That's BS.

 Luka's character was fairly pointless. Why not make him a romance option?
Overall, I really enjoyed it, despite its flaws. I definitely recommend it to yaoi\/romance VN fans.. A BxB
visual novel about a diner worker getting caught up in a war between rival clans of vampires. The art is
really nice, the music suits the setting, and the story is well written. The routes are a bit short, but due to
the personality based dialogue they can be played multiple times with different experiences.

There are 4 romance options with a total of 8 endings. The game took me a little under 3.5 hours to
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complete, and that's with a "read all text" achievement that I insisted upon getting.

This game at full price is $5.00(USD) and I got it on sale for $3.99(USD). Not much of a difference in
price now that I'm looking at it... Anyway, despite the short length of the routes I felt satisfied with the
story and how it played out. Thus I happily recommend this game whether you want to buy it at full price
or be oddly frugal like me and save yourself a whopping $1.01(USD).. i quite enjoy the game. the only con
here is the game is really short, but the achievement that you need to replay the game so. many. times.
and choose like every single choices to get all endings excites me more.

btw, Dominic is the best boi. <3. This was a solid game with interesting characters, good music and just
the right amount of tension. And I can't help but praise the personality system that either makes MC
friendly or rude. This makes multiple playthroughs a lot more fun! My only point of critique would be
that the character sprites and unlockable scene's don't match, as if they have been made by different
artists. The sprites have smooth lines while the scene's are more anime-style with their harsh lines, they
seem less polished. Aside from that the game is great and I would recommend it.. Incredibly well done
game! Easily the best $5 I've spent in the past year.
If you're a fan of VNs, this is a must-have for your library.

Because of this game, I'm absolutely going to buy everything else this group has made\/will make!

Pros:
-Amazing artwork
-Great writing (I was laughing so hard at times I woke my cat)
-Seriously, the characters are written very well. I was literally only interested in 1\/3rd of the Routes, but
played some of the others out of my need to 100%, and fell in love with the complexity they displayed
-Great replayability
-Short enough to play in an evening, which is really great for my busy timetable
-Really, REALLY love getting to pick the "tone" of the MC; gentle, caring, trusting; or blunt, sarcastic
and aggressive. Changed a lot of the dialogue and NPCs reactions, a huge treat and very unique feature

Cons:
-The art styles don't, err, mesh well at times. A bit disjointing for me, but all the art is so well done, I
didn't mind so much
-Entirely too short. Though, honestly, I'd not be satisfied with anything less than complete novels about
each of these characters. This game is short, but worth it. The devs aren’t kidding when they say the
MC’s personality will change based on your choices. I loved how dialogue and internal thoughts would
change based on player choice.

The art and music are both amazing, and the cast is varied and interesting. I wish the game was longer,
but I definitely got my money’s worth. All ages BL games are a rare thing, and this one is worth playing.
Being able to choose one of three passions for the main character as a career was an interesting bonus as
well, one I haven’t seen used in other VNs. It made the story a bit more personable.
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